OMEN: Faster Password Guessing Using an
Ordered Markov Enumerator
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Abstra t. Passwords are widely used for user authenti ation, and will
likely remain in use in the foreseeable future, despite several weaknesses.
One important weakness is that human-generated passwords are far from
being random, whi h makes them sus eptible to guessing atta ks. Understanding the adversaries apabilities for guessing atta ks is a fundamental
ne essity for estimating their impa t and advising ountermeasures.
This paper presents OMEN, a new Markov model-based password ra ker
that extends ideas proposed by Narayanan and Shmatikov (CCS 2005).
The main novelty of our tool is that it generates password andidates
a ording to their o urren e probabilities, i.e., it outputs most likely
passwords rst. As shown by our extensive experiments, OMEN signiantly improves guessing speed over existing proposals.
In parti ular, we ompare the performan e of OMEN with the Markov
mode of John the Ripper, whi h implements the password indexing fun tion by Narayanan and Shmatikov. OMEN guesses more than 40% of
passwords orre tly with the rst 90 million guesses, while JtR-Markov
(for T = 1 billion) needs at least eight times as many guesses to rea h
the same goal, and OMEN guesses more than 80% of passwords orre tly
at 10 billion guesses, more than all probabilisti password ra kers we
ompared against.
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Introdu tion

Password-based authenti ation is the most widely used form of user authentiation, both online and oine. Despite their weaknesses, passwords will likely
remain the predominant form of authenti ation for the foreseeable future, due to
a number of advantages: passwords are highly portable, easy to understand for
laypersons, and easy to implement for the operators. In fa t, while alternative
forms of authenti ation

an repla e passwords in spe i

not been able, so far, to repla e them on a large s ale [3℄.

s enarios, they have

In this work, we

on entrate on oine guessing atta ks, in whi h the atta ker

an make a number of guesses bounded only by the time and resour es she is
willing to invest. While su h atta ks
with whi h an atta ker

an be improved by in reasing the resour e

an generate and verify guesses (e.g., by using spe ial-

ized hardware and large

omputing resour es [9, 8℄), we

te hniques to redu e the number of guesses required to

on entrate here on

ra k a password. Hen e,

our approa h redu es the atta k time independently of the available resour es.
Tools

ommonly used for password

ra king, su h as John the Ripper (JtR)

in di tionary mode, exploit regularities in the stru ture of password by applying

mangling rules

with



to an existing di tionary of words (e.g., by repla ing the letter

a

or by appending a number). This is used to generate new guesses from

an existing

orpus of data, like a di tionary or a previously leaked password

database. Weir et al. [24℄ demonstrated how to use probabilisti

ontext-free

grammars (PCFG) to automati ally extra t su h mangling rules from a

orpus

of leaked passwords, and Narayanan et al. [16℄ showed that Markov models,
whi h are known to

losely represent natural language,

an also be used to guess

passwords e iently. We will demonstrate that, while these atta ks already have
a good guessing e ien y against passwords, the performan e

an be substan-

tially improved.
This paper presents OMEN, a new Markov model-based password
that generates password

andidates a

ording to their o

ra ker

urren e probabilities,

i.e., it outputs most likely passwords rst. As shown by our extensive experiments, OMEN signi antly improves guessing speed over existing proposals.

1.1 Related Work
One of the main problems with passwords is that many users

hoose

words. These passwords typi ally have a ri h stru ture and thus

weak pass-

an be guessed

mu h faster than with brute-for e guessing atta ks. Best pra ti e mandates that
only the hash of a password is stored on the server, not the password, in order
to prevent leaking plain-text when the database is
In this work we onsider
a

ompromised.

oine guessing atta ks, where an atta

ess to this hash and tries to re over the password

pwd .

ker has gained

The hash fun tion

is frequently designed for the purpose of slowing down guessing attempts [20℄.
This means that the

of the hash fun tion

ra king eort is

making the

Therefore, we evaluate all password
they make to

strongly dominated by the omputation

ost of generating a new guess relatively small.
ra kers based on the number of attempts

orre tly guess passwords.

John the Ripper: John the Ripper (JtR) [17℄ is one of the most popular passra kers. It proposes dierent methods to generate passwords. In di tionary

word

mode, a di tionary of words is provided as input, and the tool tests ea h one of
them. Users

an also spe ify various mangling rules. Similarly to [6℄, we dis over
108 ), JtR in di tionary

that for relatively small number of guesses (less than

mode produ es best results. In In remental mode (JtR-in ) [17℄, JtR tries passwords based on a (modied)

3-gram

Markov model.
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Password Guessing with Markov Models:
very useful for

ti ular. They are an ee tive tool to
used to a

Markov models have proven

omputer se urity in general and for password se urity in parra k passwords [16℄, and

an likewise be

urately estimate the strength of new passwords [5℄. Re ent indepen-

dent work [14℄

ompared dierent forms of probabilisti

password models and

on luded that Markov models are better suited for estimating password probabilities than probabilisti

ontext-free grammars. The biggest dieren e to our

work is that they only approximate the likelihood of passwords, whi h does not
yield a password guesser whi h outputs guesses in the

orre t order, the main

ontribution of our work.
The underlying idea of Markov models is that adja ent letters in humangenerated passwords are not independently
ties (e.g., the

2-gram th

hosen, but follow

is mu h more likely than

likely to follow the 2-gram

th).

In an

n-gram

tq

ertain regulari-

and the letter

e

is very

Markov model, one models the

n − 1.
c1 , . . . , cm , Q
a Markov model estimates its probability
m
as P (c1 , . . . , cm ) ≈ P (c1 , . . . , cn−1 ) ·
i=n P (ci |ci−n+1 , . . . , ci−1 ). For password
ra king, one basi ally learns the initial probabilities P (c1 , . . . , cn−1 ) and the
transition probabilities P (cn |c1 , . . . , cn−1 ) from real-world data (whi h should
probability of the next

hara ter in a string based on a prex of length

Hen e, for a given string

be as

lose as possible to the distribution we expe t in the data that we atta k),

and then enumerates passwords in order of des ending probabilities as estimated
by the Markov model. To make this atta k e ient, we need to
ber of details: Limited data makes learning these probabilities

onsider a num-

sparseness ) and enumerating the passwords in the optimal order
Probabilisti Grammars-based S hemes: A

data

hallenging (
is

hallenging.

s heme based on probabilisti

ontext-free grammars (PCFG) [24℄ bases on the idea that typi al passwords
have a

ertain stru ture. The likeliness of dierent stru tures are extra ted from

lists of real-world passwords, and these stru tures are later used to generate
password guesses.

Password Strength Estimation: A problem losely related to password guessing is that of estimating the strength of a password, whi h is of entral importan e
for the operator of a site to ensure a
password

ertain level of se urity. In the beginning,

ra king was used to nd weak passwords [15℄. Sin e then, mu h more

rened methods have been developed. Typi ally, so- alled pro-a tive password
he kers are used to ex lude weak passwords [22, 11, 1, 18, 4℄. However, most proa tive password

he kers use relatively simple rule-sets to determine password

strength, whi h have been shown to be a rather bad indi ator of real-world password strength [23, 12, 5℄. The inuen e of password poli ies on password strength
is studied in [10℄, and [2℄ proposes new methods for measuring password strength
and applies them to a large
al. [21℄

orpus or passwords. More re ently, S he hter et

lassied password strength by limiting the number of o

urren es of a

password in the password database. Finally, Markov models have been shown to
be a good predi tor of password strength while being provably se ure [5℄.
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1.2 Paper organization
In Se tion 2 we des ribe the

Ordered Markov ENumerator

(OMEN) and provide

several experiments for sele ting adequate parameters. Se tion 3 gives details
about OMEN's

ra king performan e, in luding a

word guessers. We

2

omparison with other pass-

on lude the paper with a brief dis ussion in Se tion 4.

OMEN: An Improved Markov Model Password Cra ker

In this se tion we present our implementation of password enumeration algorithm,

enumPwd(), based on Markov models. Our implementation improves pre-

vious work based on Markov models by Narayanan et al. [16℄ and JtR [17℄. We
then present how OMEN, our new password

ra ker, uses it in pra ti e.

2.1 An Improved Enumeration Algorithm (enumPwd())
Narayanan et al.'s indexing algorithm [16℄ has the disadvantage of not outputting
passwords in order of de reasing probability. However, guessing passwords in the
right order

an substantially speed up password guessing (see the example in

Se tion 3). We developed an algorithm,

enumPwd(),

to enumerate passwords

with (approximately) de reasing probabilities.
On a high level, our algorithm dis retizes all probabilities into a number of
bins, and iterates over all those bins in order of de reasing likelihood. For ea h
bin, it nds all passwords that mat h the probability asso iated with this bin and

n-gram probabiliη ) similarly to Narayanan et al. [16℄,
a ording to the formula lvl i = round (log(c1 · prob i + c2 )) , where c1 and c2 are
hosen su h that the most frequent n-grams get a level of 0 and that n-grams
outputs them. More pre isely, we rst take the logarithm of all
ties, and dis retize them into levels (denoted

that did not appear in the training are still assigned a small probability. Note
that levels are negative, and we adjusted the parameters to get the desired numan take values 0, −1, . . . , −(nbLevel−1)
nbLevel is a parameter. The number of levels inuen es both the a ura y

ber of levels (nbLevel ), i.e., the levels
where

of the algorithm as well as the running time: more levels means better a
but also a longer running time.
For a spe i

length

ℓ

and level

η , enumPwd(η, ℓ)

ura y,

3

pro eeds as follows :

a = (a2 , . . . , aℓ ) of length ℓ − 1, su h that ea h entry
[0, nbLevel − 1], and the sum of all elements is η .
Note that the ve tors have ℓ − 1 elements as, when using 3-grams, we need
ℓ − 2 transition probabilities and 1 initial probability to determine the probability for a string of length ℓ. For example, the probability of the password
password of size ℓ = 8 is omputed as follows:

1. It

ai

omputes all ve tors

is an integer in the range

P (password) = P (pa)P (s|pa)P (s|as)P (w|ss)P (o|sw)P (r|wo)P (d|or).
3

To ease presentation, we only des ribe the estimation algorithm for 3-grams. The
generalization to n-grams is straightforward.
4

Algorithm 1

Enumerating passwords for level

η

and length

ℓ

(here for

ℓ = 4).4

enumPwd(η, ℓ)
P
1. for ea h ve tor (ai )2≤i≤ℓ with i ai = η
2
and for ea h x1 x2 ∈ Σ with L(x1 x2 ) = a2
and for ea h x3 ∈ Σ with L(x3 | x1 x2 ) = a3
and for ea h x4 ∈ Σ with L(x4 | x2 x3 ) = a4 :
(a) output x1 x2 x3 x4

fun tion

a, it sele ts all 2-grams x1 x2 whose probabilities mat h
a2 . For ea h of these 2-grams, it iterates over all x3 su h that the 3-gram
x1 x2 x3 has level a3 . Next, for ea h of these 3-grams, it iterates over all x4
su h that the 3-gram x2 x3 x4 has level a4 , and so on, until the desired length

2. For ea h su h ve tor
level

is rea hed. In the end, this pro ess outputs a set of
length

ℓ

and level (or strength)

andidate passwords of

η.

A more formal des ription is presented in Algorithm 1. It des ribes the algo-

ℓ = 4.

rithm for

Example: We

However, the extension to larger

ℓ

is straightforward.

illustrate the algorithm with a brief example. For simpli ity, we

onsider passwords of length

ℓ=3

over a small alphabet

Σ = {a, b},

where the

initial probabilities have levels

L(aa) = 0, L(ab) = −1,
L(ba) = −1, L(bb) = 0,
and transitions have levels

L(a|aa) = −1 L(b|aa) = −1
L(a|ab) = 0 L(b|ab) = −2
L(a|ba) = −1 L(b|ba) = −1
L(a|bb) = 0 L(b|bb) = −2.



Starting with level
word



η=0

gives the ve tor

bba only (the prex aa

transition with level
Level

η = −1

0).

gives the ve tor

(0, 0),

mat hes the level

whi h mat hes to the pass-

0,

but there is no mat hing

(−1, 0), whi h yields aba (the prex ba has
0), as well as the ve tor (0, −1), whi h yields

no mat hing transition for level



aaa

and

Level

aab).

η = −2 gives three ve



yields

(−2, 0) yields no output (be ause no initial
−2), (−1, −1) yields baa and bab, and (0, −2)

tors:

probability mat hes the level

bba.

and so one for all remaining levels.

2.2 The OMEN Algorithm
As presented previously, the enumeration algorithm, enumPwd(η, ℓ) uses two
parameters. These two parameter need to be set properly. The sele tion of

4

ℓ

(i.e.

L(xy) and L(z|xy) are the levels of initial and transition probabilities, respe tively.
5

the length of the password to be guessed) is

hallenging, as the frequen y with

whi h a password length appears in the training data is not a good indi ator
of how often a spe i

length should be guessed. For example, assume that are

as many passwords of length
passwords of length
of length

7

7

and of length

8,

then the su

ess probability of

is larger as the sear h-spa e is smaller. Hen e, passwords

7 should be guessed rst. Therefore, we use an adaptive algorithm that

keeps tra k of the su

ess ratio of ea h length and s hedules more passwords to

guess for those lengths that were more ee tive.
More pre isely, our adaptive password s heduling algorithm works as follows:
1. For all

17),

n

ℓ

length values of

exe ute

enumPwd(0, ℓ)

probability is

(we

and

onsider lengths from
ompute the su

omputed as the ratio of su

3

to

20, i.e. n =
sp ℓ,0 . This

ess probability

essfully guessed passwords over

ℓ.
n, ordered by the su ess probabilities, where ea h
(sp, level , length). (The rst element L[0] denotes the

the number of generated password guesses of length
2. Build a list

L

of size

element is a triple

element with the largest su

ess probability.)

3. Sele t the length with the highest su
4.
5.

ess probability, i.e., the rst element

L[0] = (sp0 , level0 , length0 ) and remove it from the list.
∗
Run enumPwd(level 0 − 1, length 0 ), ompute the new su ess probability sp ,
∗
and add the new element (sp , level 0 − 1, length 0 ) to L.
Sort L and go to Step 3 until L is empty or enough guesses have been made.

2.3 Sele ting parameters
In this se tion we dis uss several parameters
trade-o between a

hoi es and examine the ne essary

ura y and performan e. The three

entral parameters are:

n-gram size, alphabet size and the number of levels for enumerating passwords.
n-gram size: The parameter with the greatest impa t on a ura y is the size of
the n-grams. A larger n generally gives better results as larger n-grams provide
a more a

urate approximation to the password distribution. However, it implies

a larger runtime, as well as larger memory and storage requirements. Note also
that the amount of training data is
an a

ru ial as only a signi ant amount of data

urately estimate the parameters (i.e., the initial probabilities and the

transition probabilities). We evaluated our algorithm with

n = 2, 3, 4,

results

are depi ted in Figure 1 (top).

n is, the better the results are. We have ondu ted
5-grams, whi h are not depi ted in this graph, but
results than for 4-grams. As 5-grams require substantially

As expe ted, the larger
limited experiments with
show slightly better

larger running time and memory requirements, for a small performan e in rease,
we de ided using

n = 4.

Alphabet size: The size of the alphabet is another fa
to substantially inuen e the

tor that has the potential

hara teristi s of the atta k. Larger alphabet size

means that more parameters need to be estimated and that the runtime and
memory requirements in rease. In the opposite, a small alphabet size means
that not all passwords

an be generated.
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sizes (top), alphabet sizes (middle), and dif-

ferent number of levels (bottom), for the Ro kYou dataset.
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We tested several alphabet sizes by setting
the

k

most frequent

are given in Figure 1 (middle). We
an alphabet size
rease the

k

k = 20, 30, 40, 50, 62, 72, 92, where

hara ters of the training set form the alphabet. The results
learly see an in rease in the a

from 20 to 62. Further in reasing

k

ura y from

does not noti eable in-

ra king rate. This is mainly explained by the alphabet used in the

Ro kYou dataset where most users favor password with mostly alphanumeri
hara ters rather than using a large number of spe ial
independent, we opted for the 72

hara ters. To be data

hara ter alphabet. Note that datasets that

use dierent languages and/or alphabets, su h as Chinese Pinyins [13℄, will have
to set dierent OMEN parameters.

Number of levels:

A third important parameter is the number of levels that

are used to enumerate password
number of levels

andidates. As for previous parameters, higher

an potentially in rease a

ura y, but it also in reases runtime.

The results are shown in Figure 1 (bottom). We see that in reasing the number
of levels from

20

and

30

5

to

10

substantially in reases a

ura y, but further in reasing to

does not make a signi ant dieren e.

Sele ted parameters: Unless otherwise stated, in the following we use OMEN
with

3

4-grams,

an alphabet size of 72, and 10 levels.

Evaluating OMEN performan e

In this se tion, we present a
password

omparison between our improved Markov model

ra ker and previous state-of-the-art solutions.

3.1 Datasets
We evaluate the performan e of our password guesser on multiple datasets. The
largest password list publi ly available is the

32.6

Ro kYou list

(RY),

onsisting of

million passwords that were obtained by an SQL inje tion atta k in 2009.

This list has two advantages: rst, its large size gives well-trained Markov models;
se ond, it was
users of the
subsets: a
remaining
The

olle ted via an SQL inje tion atta k therefore ae ting all the

ompromised servi e. We randomly split the Ro kYou list into two

training set

2.6

(RY-t) of

30

million and a

testing set

(RY-e) of the

million passwords.

MySpa e list

(MS)

ontains about

with dierent sizes exist, most likely

50 000

passwords (dierent versions

aused by dierent data

leansing algo-

rithms or leaked from the servers at dierent points in time). The passwords
were obtained in 2006 by a phishing atta k.
The

om/)

Fa ebook list (FB) was posted on the pastebin website (http://pastebin.

in 2011. This dataset

ontains both Fa ebook passwords and asso iated

email addresses. It is unknown how the data was obtained by the ha ker, but
most probably was

olle ted via a phishing atta k.

Ethi al Considerations: Studying databases of leaked password has arguably
helped the understanding of users real world password pra ti es and as su h,

8

Algorithm

Training Set #guesses
RY-t
RY-t
RY-t
RY-t
RY-t
RY-t

Omen
PCFG [24℄
JtR-Markov [16℄
JtR-In

10 billion
1 billion
1 billion
10 billion
1 billion
10 billion

Testing Set
RY-e
MS
FB
80.40% 77.06% 66.75%
68.7% 64.50% 59.67%
32.63% 51.25% 36.4%
64% 53.19% 61%
54.77% 38.57% 49.47%
54% 25.17% 14.8%

Table 1: Summary table indi ating the per entage of

ra ked passwords for 1

billion guesses, or 10 billion when spe ied.

have been used in numerous studies [24, 23, 5℄. Also, these datasets are already
available to the publi . Nevertheless we treat these lists with the ne essary preautions and release aggregated results only that reveal next to no information
about the a tual passwords ( .f. [7℄).

3.2 Comparing OMEN and JtR's Markov Mode
Figure 2 (top) shows the

omparison of OMEN and the Markov mode of JtR,

whi h implements the password indexing fun tion by Narayanan et al. [16℄. Both
models are trained on the Ro kYou list (RY-t). Then, for JtR-Markov, we x
a target number of guesses
sponding level (η ) to output
The

T (1 billion or 10 billion), and ompute the
T passwords, as required by JtR-Markov.

urve shows the dramati

improvement in

ra king

speed

orre-

given by our

improved ordering of the password guesses. In fa t, JtR-Markov outputs guesses
in no parti ular order whi h implies that likely passwords
late in the guesses. This behavior leads to the near-linear

an appear randomly
urves shown in Fig-

ure 2 (top). One may ask whether JtR-Markov would surpass OMEN after the

T ; the answer is no as the results do not extend linearly beyond the point T ;
T lead to a atter urve. To demonstrate this laim, we show
same experiment with T equals to 10 billion guesses (instead of 1 billion).

point

and larger values of
the

Figure 3 shows the results for 1 billion guesses (left) as well as 10 billion guesses
(right), and we see that the linear

urve be omes

atter.

To show the generality of our approa h, we ompare the

ra king performan e

on three dierent datasets: RY-e, FB and MS. The ordering advantage allows
OMEN to

ra k more than 40% of passwords (independently of the dataset) in

the rst 90 million guesses while JtR-Markov

ra ker needs at least eight times

as many guesses to rea h the same goal. For the Ro kYou dataset the results
most pronoun ed: For instan e, OMEN

ra ks 45.2% of RY-e passwords in the

rst 10 million guesses (see Figure 3 (right)) while JtR-Markov a hieves this

T = 10 billion).
4-grams ( .f. Se tion

result after more than 7 billion guesses (for
In the above
Markov uses
additional

omparison, OMEN uses

2-grams.

2.3), while JtR-

To see the ee ts that this dieren e has, we provide an

omparison of OMEN using

2-grams with JtR-Markov, this is given in

Figure 4. The results are as expe ted: JtR-Markov still gives a straight line, whi h
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Fig. 2: Comparing OMEN with the JtR Markov mode at 1B guesses (top), with
the PCFG guesser (middle), and with JtR in remental mode (bottom).
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Fig. 3: Comparing OMEN with the JtR Markov mode at 1 billion guesses (left),
and at 10 billion guesses (right).
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Fig. 4: Comparing OMEN using 2-grams with JtR Markov mode.
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means that OMEN has a better

ra king speed. The speed advantage of OMEN

an be seen at 1 billion guesses where OMEN
JtR-markov

ra ks 50% of all passwords while

ra ks less than 10%. At the point

T,

i.e., when JtR-Markov stops,

both algorithms perform roughly the same. Note that sin e not all parameters
(i.e., alphabet size, number of levels et .) of both models are identi al, we have
a small dieren e in the

ra king rate at the point

T.

3.3 Comparing OMEN and PCFG
Figure 2 (middle)

ompares OMEN to the PCFG password guesser of Weir et

al. [24℄, based on the

ode available at [19℄. We run it using the

onguration as

des ribed in the paper: we use RY-t to extra t the grammar and the di tionary
di t-0294 [25℄ to generate

andidate passwords.

Figure 2 shows that OMEN outperforms the PCFG guesser. After 0.2 billion
guesses, OMEN

ra ks 20% more passwords than PCFG for both RY-e and FB

datasets and 10% more for MS. It is interesting to see the impa t of the training
set on PCFG performan e: PCFG performs mu h better on MS than on FB
and RY-e. We believe the reason is that the grammar for PCFG is trained on
a subset of the MS list, and thus the approa h is better adapted for guessing
passwords from the MS list. OMEN a hieves roughly the same results for all
datasets whi h proofs the robustness of the learning phase. Finally, note that
PCFG mostly plateaus after

0.3

billion guesses and results hardly improve any

more, whereas OMEN still produ es noti eable progress.

3.4 Comparing OMEN and JtR's In remental Mode
We also

ompare OMEN to JtR in in remental mode, see Figure 2 (bottom). Sim-

ilarly to the previous experiments, both
training set of

30

ra kers were trained on the Ro kYou

million passwords and tested on RY-e, MS and FB datasets.

Clearly, JtR in remental mode produ es worse guesses than OMEN.

4

Dis ussion and Con lusion

In this work, we have presented an e ient password guesser (OMEN) based
on Markov models, whi h outperforms all publi ly available password guessers.
For

ommon password lists we found that we

an guess more than 80% of pass-

words with 10 billion guesses. While Markov models were known [16℄ to be an
ee tive tool in password guessing, previous work was only able to output the
orresponding guesses in an order di tated by algorithm internals (and pretty
mu h unrelated to their real frequen y), OMEN

an output guesses in order of

(approximate) de reasing frequen y and thus dramati ally improves real-world
guessing speed. Moreover, we performed a number of experiments to assess the
impa t of dierent parameters on the a
parameters. We believe that OMEN

ura y of the algorithm and nd optimal
an be useful as a preventive measure by

organizations to verify that their members do not sele t weak passwords.
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